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ABSTRACT 
We consider G-projectors (orthogonal projections) defined on an indefinite inner 
product space, and derive in a systematic way the indefinite counterparts of a number 
of useful results known to hold for ordinary projectors in Hilbert space. Some of the 
topological considerations encountered in the literature are avoided here, and several 
results are obtained using quite elementary matrix-type arguments. In particular, the 
relation between G-projectors and contractions in an indefinite inner product space is 
studied. For example, a convergence result is given for a nondecreasing sequence of 
G-contractive G-projectors. We also prove a result characterizing G-projectors 
within the class of idempotents, generalizing the corresponding result in Hilbert 
space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper X stands for a Hilbert space over the complex field 
C, and (*, * > denotes its usual (Hilbert space) inner product with induced 
norm 1) * 11. Unless otherwise stated, all the linear operators acting on 3 are 
assumed to be everywhere defined and bounded, i.e., elements of B(Z), 
and by an invertible operator we understand a bounded operator whose 
inverse is bounded as well. 
A (bounded) projection operator in 2’ is an idempotent and linear 
operator acting on X, i.e., P2 = P and P E 9(Z). Such a P projects vectors 
in Z’onto its range &Z’( P> along its kernel (nullspace) Ker P, corresponding to 
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the direct-sum decomposition 
%‘=9Z’( P) 4 Ker P. (1.1) 
From elementary Hilbert space theory it is known that, given a closed 
subspace J%’ CX there exists for every y E Z a unique vector x,, EJ&’ such 
that y - x0 I z for all x E&‘, i.e., y - xg E.&” . The mapping Px :Z+J’, 
defined by Px y = x0, is the orthogonal projector onto &; P,, is a projection 
in the above sense with 9?( PA) =J?’ and Ker PA =A? ’ , Also, PA yields the 
unique vector in JZY closest to a given vector y E X, i.e., 
Ily - &yll = jnfll y - XII. 
For further properties of projectors and their applications, see e.g., [4], [S], 
and [ll]. 
In this paper we consider projections w.r.t. an indefinite inner product, 
defined on the underlying Hilbert space B%4 Although projections w.r.t. an 
indefinite metric are mentioned and used in various places in the literature 
on spaces with an indefinite metric, relatively few papers appear to have been 
devoted to the study of such projections in their own right, exceptions being 
the early precursory accounts of Nevanlinna [13], Louhivaara [IO], and 
Ginzburg [6] ( see also the survey by Ginzburg and Iokhvidov [T]). In 
particular, these authors carried out an extensive study of problems of 
existence and uniqueness of such projections (cf. also Bog&r [2] and Azizov 
and Iokhvidov [I]). 
The purpose of this paper is to derive in a systematic w;?y the indefinite 
counterparts of a number of useful properties of projectors in Hilbert space 
when there is given an indefinite inner product, defined by a bounded and 
self-adjoint operator G acting on 2 In general we do not assume a Krem 
space setting (i.e., that G = G” = GP ’ 1, but, consistent with our approach, 
try to work with minimal assumptions on the G-metric. In particular, allowing 
for the case Ker G # {O], we obtain simultaneously results on projections in 
semidefinite inner product spaces, considered e.g. by Mitra and Rao [12] for 
finite-dimensional Z 
In Section 2 it is shown that G-projections can indeed be introduced, and 
many of their properties derived, using quite elementary linear-algebraic and 
matrix--e arguments. In Sections 3 and 4, which constitute the main part of 
the paper, we derive results on the relation between G-projections and 
G-contractions. It should be mentioned that it is possible to extend some of 
the results in this paper also to the case of unbounded G-projections, as 
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considered by Gheondea [S] and Sch8ichi [IS] (see also the references in 
these papers), but this extension will not be carried out here. 
2. G-PROJECTIONS 
Let [ ., . ] :ZX A?+ @ be a Hermitian and continuous sesquilinear form 
defining an indefinite inner product on Z, i.e., there exists a bounded and 
self-adjoint [w.r.t. ( =, .)I operator G such that [ ., . 1 = (G . , * >. (Symmetry of 
the indefinite inner product is assumed here for convenience; a more general 
treatment is possible along the lines in [6] and [‘il.) Further, let d CZ be a 
closed subspace and y EX Then, as in the case of a proper inner product, a 
vector xg is called a G-orthogonal projection, or G-projection for short, of y 
onto if x(, ~4 and 
[y-x0,x] =0 forall xE&, (2.1) 
i.e., y - x0 E [ ’ 1, the G-orthogonal complement of .&’ (compare [2, 
Section I.81 or [l, Chapter 1, $71). Neither the existence nor the uniqueness 
of such a vector x0 is guaranteed in general, motivating the following. 
DEFINITION. Let CAT be a closed subspace. If every y ~3 has a 
unique G-projection x0 = Py EM satisfying (2.0, the mapping y ++ Py is 
called the G-projector onto A. 
The existence and uniqueness requirements in this definition have the 
following consequences. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A? ~2 be a closed subspace, and suppose that 
y ++ Py is the unique G-projector onto 
(i) y ++ Py defines a linear and idempotent operator P E L&S?) satisfy- 
ing S(P) =A&, 
(ii) (Ker G> f-M? = IO]. 
Proof. (i): Linearity and idempotency of P are obvious. Also, for any 
vector y E_+& we have [ y - y, X] = 0 for all x EA, showing that y = Py E 
B(P) and hence A?(P) =.A& To see that P is continuous, use the closedness 
of 9?(P) and Ker P, and invoke the closed graph theorem. That Ker P is 
closed follows easily from the continuity of the inner product [ ., . 1. 
(ii): Let z E (Ker G) n.4 and let y EZ. By assumption, y has a unique 
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G-projection Py E.M satisfying 
[y - Py, x] = 0 forall x Ed. (2.2) 
Now, since [ *, * ] = (G * , . ), also Py + z EL satisfies (2.2), i.e., 
[y-(Py+z),x] =0 forall xE.&. 
Hence, uniqueness of the G-projection of y forces z = 0. n 
Using the existence and uniqueness of Py for every y E% it follows 
from (2.2) that Ker P =.di], and consequently, in view of (l.l), we obtain 
the G-orthogonal direct-sum decomposition 
‘.T=.d[i-].&I. (2.3) 
Hence, .& is nondegenerate, i.e., J n.dL 1 = (O}, and J% and A[‘] 
together span the whole space. 
REMARK 1. The closedness of the projection space & is needed to 
ensure that P is bounded. 
If Ker G = {O} (i.e., the G-metric is nondegenerate), and if in the above 
definition of a G-projector the subspace J% is not assumed closed a priori, its 
closedness can be concluded as follows. 
Suppose that y ~2, the closure of X = s( P), and let Py EM be the 
G-projection of y. Then 2; = y - Py EA%[ ’ 1. On the other hand z ~2, and 
therefore, by the continuity of the inner product, z E (Ker P)[ ’ 1. This shows 
that z ~%‘t”], i.e., z E KerG = {O}. Hence y = Py ~.d, or j=.&. (The 
case Ker G + {O} is more complicated.) 
Let P E B’(Z) be idempotent. Then it is easily seen that 
=%J(P)[I]KerP @ GP=P*GP, (2.4) 
i.e., 9(P) and Ker P are G-orthogonal iff P is G-self-adjoint. If 9(P) =A%, 
then Ker P CA@ ' 1, but in general strict inclusion may hold, whence unique- 
ness of projections onto J% fails. Consequently, closed subspaces A onto 
which every vector in X admits a unique G-projection can be characterized 
as ranges SF(P) of idempotents P EL%‘(X) for which Ker P =A@* I, or for 
which P ES(Z) is G-self-adjoint and B’(P) is nondegenerate. For P 
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satisfying (2.4) to be a G-projector onto its range S(P) it is hence necessary 
and sufficient that the inclusion Ker P cS(P)t L 1, appearing on the left-hand 
side of (2.41, holds as an equality. To see when this is the case, let 
y E 9’( P )I ’ 1, and note that 
0 = [ y, Px] = [Py, z] = (GPy, x) for all x E z, 
implying GPy = 0. Therefore we conclude that y E Ker P iff GPy = 0 
implies Py = 0, which yields the following. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let P EJ&‘(~) be idempotent. 
(i) The operator P is a G-projector iff P is G-self-adjoint and 9?(P) n 
Ker G = (0). 
(ii> Suppose that G is injectioe. Then P is a G-projector iff P is G-self- 
adjoint. 
In some papers a G-projector is defined as an idempotent and G-self- 
adjoint operator; cf. [3, Chapter l] or [5, $21 in the case when G is a 
symmetry operator, i.e., G = G* = G-i defines a KreIn space structure on 
z? 
REMARK 2. It should be noted that the usual topological considerations, 
related to the (relative) regularity of the projection space M (see [6; 1, 
Chapter 1, $7]), are avoided here by taking J% directly as the range of a 
G-self-adjoint idempotent operator P E B’( 2). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let P E~(A?“) be idempotent. 
(i) Suppose that Ker G = (0). Zf P is a G-projector, then Z - P is a 
G-projector. 
(ii) Suppose that G is invertible. Zf P is a G-projector, then P* is a 
G-‘-projector. 
Proof. (i): If P is a G-projector, it obviously follows from the properties 
of P that Z - P is idempotent, bounded, and G-self-adjoint. Hence Z - P is 
a G-projector; cf. Proposition 2(u). 
(ii>: Assume that P is a G-projector. That P* is idempotent and bounded 
is again obvious from the corresponding properties of P (and the adjoint 
operation). Further, P satisfies 
P*G = GP, (2.5) 
and pre- and postmultiplication of both sides of (2.5) by G-i yields the 
equality G-‘P* = PC-l. Hence, P* is G-i -self-adjoint, which shows that 
P* is a G-‘-projector. n 
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REMARK 3. If P is a G-projector, then P projects vectors in *onto the 
closed subspace S(P) according to the G-orthogonal direct-sum decomposi- 
tion 
(2.6) 
where .%‘( P)t ’ 1 = Ker P. The decomposition (2.6) is, of course, algebraically 
valid also for the complementary projector I - P, but if Ker G f {O}, its 
projection space 9(Z - P) =flP)I’ 1 is degenerate, i.e., ._%‘(P)[‘] n 
&?( P>[ ’ 1’ ’ 1 # (0). Consequently, uniqueness of G-projections onto 9( P )[ ’ I 
fails, and hence I - P cannot be a G-projector in the sense of the definition 
given above. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let P, and P, be G-projectom. Then 
(i) P, + P, is a G-projector ifl P, P, = P, P, = 0, in which caxe P, + P, 
projects onto Z&P,) i ZZ(P,); 
(ii) P, - P2 is a G-projector iflP1 Pz = Pz P, = Pz, in which case P, - P, 
projects onto S?( P,) fl A?( P,)[ ’ I. 
If Ker G = {O), then 
(iii) P, P, is a G-projector ifl P, P, = P, P,, in which case P, P, projects 
onto S(P,) ns(P,). 
Proof. (i): It is well known that (P, + P,)’ = P, + P, iff 
PIP, = P,P, = 0, (2.7) 
and if (2.7) is satisfied, then S&P, + Pp) =S(P,) i&P,) (cf., e.g., [8, 
$421). With P, + P, being b o viously G-self-adjoint, the only part which 
needs to be verified is that 
S?(P, + P2) n KerG = {O}. (2.8) 
Let 5 ES(P1 + P,> n Ker G, i.e., z = (P, + P,)x for some x EA?and 
GP,x = -GP,x. (2.9) 
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Operating with PF on both sides of (2.9) yields 
GP,x = -P,*GP,x = -(P2PI)*Gx = 0, 
hence P, x = 0. Similarly it is seen that P, x = 0, and consequently z = 0, 
proving (2.8). 
(ii): Again it is well known that (P, - P,)” = P, - P, iff 
P,P, = P,P, = P,, 
and then L%‘( P, - P2> = B(P,) f’ S(P,)[ ’ I [8, $421. Clearly P, - Ps is 
G-self-adjoint, and since S(P, - P,) C 9(P,), it is also immediate that 
9(P, -P,) f~ KerG = {O}. 
(iii): Suppose that the condition 
P,P, = P,P, 
holds. Then (P,P2)’ = PIPS and 
(2.10) 
(GPIP,)* = P,*P:‘G = GP,P, = GP,P,; (2.11) 
hence P,P, is a G-projector. Conversely, if P, P, is a G-projector, then the 
right-hand equation in (2.11) yields (2.10) by injectivity of G, and then clearly 
L%‘(PIP,l =%P,l f-~%‘&) [8, WI. n 
REMARK 4. It should be noted that parts (i) and (ii) of Proposition 4 are 
exact analogues of the corresponding results for oblique projectors (idempo- 
tents), and furthermore generalize the analogous results for orthogonal 
prqjectors in Hilbert space (compare [8, $942, ‘761 and [4, Sections VI.3, 
VI.91). Also, part (iii) generalizes the corresponding result for orthogonal 
projectors in Hilbert space. On the other hand, when Ker G # (01, the 
commutativity condition P,P, = P, P, is only sufficient for P,P, to be a 
G-projector (see Example 1 below), which shows that, in this case, products 
of G-projectors behave like products of idempotents (see the references 
above). 
The following example shows that injectivity of G is essential for the 
above formulation of the part (iii) of Proposition 4. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Take 
Then P, and Pz are G-projectors w.r.t. the choice 
but P,P, = P, and P, P, = P2 are different G-projectors. 
3. G-PROJECTORS AND CONTRACTIVITY 
Let P E .L%‘( A??“> be idempotent. Recall from Hilbert space theory that 
P* = P * IlPll < 1, (3.1) 
i.e., within the class of projectors in x orthogonal projectors are character- 
ized by contractivity. This raises the question whether a counterpart to the 
characterization (3.1) can be found also for G-projectors. It turns out that, in 
the indefinite setting, this problem is not as easily treated as in the case of 
Hilbert space. In this section we study the relation between G-projectors and 
contractivity, and prove in Section 4 a generalization of (3.1) to G-projectors. 
An operator U E B(Z) is called G-contractive or a G-contraction if [with 
[ *, * 1 = (G . , * ), G E 9(s) self-adjoint] 
[Ux,Ur] < [x, x] for all x EZ, (3.2) 
and is called G-expansive or a G-expansion if the reverse inequality holds in 
(3.2). From (3.2) it follows immediately that 
U is G-contractive j Ker U is a G-nonnegative (closed) subspace 
(3.3) 
for all U E 9(Z). It is interesting to note that, if U is restricted to the class 
of idempotents, then partial converses of (3.3) can be readily proved. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let P ES’(Z) be idempotent. 
(i> If P is a G-contraction, then P is G-self-adjoint. 
(ii) If P is G-self-adjoint and Ker P is G-nonnegative, then P is a 
G-contraction. 
(iii) Suppose that S?(P) n Ker G = {O}. Zf P is a G-contraction, then P 
is a G-projector. 
(iv) If P is a G-projector and Ker P is G-nonnegative, then P is a G- 
contraction. 
Proof. (i): By assumption we have 
G > P*GP, (3.4) 
i.e., G - P*GP is a positive operator. Hence, P*(G - P*GP)P = 0, imply- 
ing (G - P*GP)P = 0, that is, GP = P*GP. 
(ii): If P is G-self-adjoint, then (I - P)*G(Z - P) = G - P*GP. 
Therefore P is a G-contraction, since Ker P = 9?( Z - P) is assumed G- 
nonnegative. 
Part (iii) is obtained from (i) and Proposition 2(i), and (iv) follows from (ii) 
above. n 
Note that parts (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 5 provide an extension of (3.1) 
to G-projectors. 
Let U,, U, E 9(z). Then clearly 
U, , U, G-contractive * Vi U, G-contractive. (3.5) 
The following proposition contains converse results to (3.5) in particular, a 
division property for G-projectors. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let U E L%‘(X), and let P, P,, Pz E S?(3) be idempo- 
tent and G-self-adjoint operators. 
(i) If UP is a G-contraction, then P is a G-contraction. 
(ii) Zf P, P, is an idempotent G-contraction, then P, and Pz are G- 
contractions. 
(iii) Let P,, Pz, and P,P, be G-projectors. Zf the product P,P, is a 
G-contraction, then so are the factors P, and Pz. 
Proof. (i): In view of (3.3), Ker UP, and hence Ker P, is G-nonnegative. 
Therefore P is a G-contraction, by Proposition 5(ii). 
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(ii): From (i) it follows that P, is a G-contraction. We prove that P, is a 
G-contraction by showing the implication 
P, P, G-contractive * P, P, G-contractive. (3.6) 
By Proposition 5(i), P, P, is G-self-adjoint, and hence 
GP,P, = (GPrP,)* = GP,P,. (3.7) 
Using (3.7), it is seen that (P, P2)*GP, P, = (P, P,)*GP2 P,, from which (3.6) 
follows. 
Part (iii) is a particular case of (ii). n 
REMARK 5. If to the assumptions in part (ii) of Proposition 6 we add the 
condition Ker G = {O}, then it follows from (3.7) that P, P, = P, P,; hence, in 
particular, P,P, is not only a G-contraction [cf. (3.6)] but is also idempotent. 
However. when Ker G # {O], idempotency of P, P, does not follow in 
general. Take 
), and G= (i z ii. 
Then P, and P, are idempotent and G-self-adjoint. Further, 
I P,= t 0 1 0 1 0 
(P,P,)“= (P,P$=P,P2= 
but 
[Note that P, P, and hence, by (3.6), also P, P, are both G-contractions.] 
As an illustration of how the preceding properties can be applied, we give 
a new proof of the following result. 
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PROPOSITION 7 (Langer [9]>. Let P,, P2 E A?( 2) be commuting, G-self- 
adjoint idempotents. Zf 9( P, 1 and 9( P2) are G-nonnegative subspaces, then 
so is their spun 9( P1> + 3% P2 >. 
Proof. By assumption, Qi = Z - Pi is idempotent and G-self-adjoint 
with Ker Qi =S(P,) G-nonnegative, and hence by Proposition S(ii), Qi is a 
G-contraction, i = 1,2. On account of (3.5) and (3.31, QIQz is thus a 
G-contraction with G-nonnegative kernel Ker QIQz = LZ(P,) + L%‘( P2>. n 
Using an orthogonality argument and the representation 
KerP,P, = KerP, i{S’(P,) n KerP,}, 
it can actually be seen that the conclusion in Proposition 7 continues to hold 
when only one of the idempotents is assumed to be G-self-adjoint. 
G-projectors can be ordered in a natural way by inclusion of ranges, i.e., 
for G-projectors P, and Pz, we define P, s P, if 9(P,) CA%‘(P,>. This 
clearly gives a partial ordering on the class of all G-projectors. [Note that 
P,SP2&Pp, =, P,=P,, since Ker P, = W( P,>[’ 1, i = 1,2; cf. the discus- 
sion preceding Proposition 2.1 In particular, when Ker G = {O}, this gives a 
partial ordering on the class of G-self-adjoint idempotents (compare [5, $31). 
Also, in the case Ker G # (01, this partial ordering is induced in certain 
subsets of G-self-adjoint idempotents, as seen from the following. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let P, E .A?@ 3) be idempotent and G-self-adjoint. Zf 
9(P,> Cs(P,> and P, is a G-projector, then P, is also a G-projector. 
Proof. Immediate using Proposition 2(i). n 
PROPOSITION 9. Let P, EB(~F) be iokmpotent and G-self-adjoint (or a 
G-projector), and let Pz be a G-projector. Zf S(P,> Cz( PI> (or Pz S P,) 
and P, is n G-contraction, then P, is also a G-contraction. 
Proof. Since P, i s a G-contraction and 
Ker P, CS%‘( Pl)[” CS’( P2)“’ = Ker P,, 
Ker P, is G-nonnegative. Hence, P, is a G-contraction; cf. Proposition 5(ii>. 
n 
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PROPOSITION 10. 
(i> Let P,, P,, and P, + P, be G-projectors. If P, (or P,) is a G- 
contraction, then P, + P, is a G-contraction. 
(ii) Let P, and P, be G-projectors. lf P, and P, are both G-contractions, 
then P, + P, cannot be idempotent unless the inner product [ *, * ] is 
(semiklefinite. 
Proof. Since S(P, + P,) =S( P,) +5X( P2), part (i) follows at once 
from Proposition 9. 
(ii>: If P, + P, is idempotent, we have 
P,P, = P,P, = 0. (2.7) 
Thus 9(P,) c Ker P,, and therefore 9(P2) is G-nonnegative, along with 
Ker P,. Hence, L@ P2) [ i ] Ker P, = A?‘is G-nonnegative. a 
The following result shows that, for nondecreasing sequences of G- 
contractive G-projectors (with G invertible), we obtain a limit behavior 
similar to that for nondecreasing sequences of ordinary orthogonal projectors 
in Hilbert space (cf., e.g., [14, Sections 104, 1051). 
THEOREM 1. Let (P,), E N be a nondecreasing sequence of G-projectors, 
P, d P,,+1, n E N, and suppose that G is invertible. lf P,, and hence every 
P,, , is G-con&active, then ( P,, >, E N converges in the strong operator topology. 
The limit is also a G-projector and is G-contractive. 
Proof. We first verify that the sequence (P,>, E N is bounded (in the 
uniform operator topology). Write Z = (Ker P1> [ + ] S’(P, >. Since G-’ E 
.%%‘(A?‘>, the subspace Ker P, is uniformly G-positive, i.e., there exists a 
constant c > 0 such that [x, x] > c)lx)/‘, x E Ker P, (compare [l, Chapter 2, 
$41). By writing x = P,t x + (I - P,)x, and noting that (I - P,)x E Ker P, 
as P, s P,, we have P,, x E Ker P,, and hence 
llPnX112 < ;[P& P,x] = i{[x, xl - [(I - P,)x,(Z - P&x]} 
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This gives 
Q h II( Z - P,).# + llP,xl12 
C 
<Kllxll”, K<m, xE#q 7kEN. (3.8) 
Hence (P,>, E N is bounded. 
To see that the strong limit s-lim P, exists, first note that for every 
x E% the sequence (P,,x),, N is bounded by (3.8). By the weak compact- 
ness property of closed balls in 2, there exists a convergent subsequence 
CP~,r)iE~: 
(p,,x, y) --f (Px, y) as i -j m, y EZ (3.9) 
NOW, (P,x, y> = (PnP,,lx, y> + (P,Px, y> as i --f ~0, 7ri 3 12, y E%, shows 
that 
F”X = P,Px, n E N, X ELF. (3.10) 
Hence, 
= ;[(z - P,,)Px, Px] = f[Px - P,,x, Px] 
-+O as i+cC 
by (3.9), (3.101, and th e uniform G-positivity of Ker P,, showing that P,,, x * 
Px as i + 03, x ES??‘. On the other hand, using (3.8) and (3.10) we obtain 
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which implies that, in fact, P,,x + Px as n + ~0, x EZ, i.e., P = dim P,,. 
That P is a bounded G-contractive G-projection is easily proved using the 
boundedness of (I’,),, t N and the corresponding properties of P,, n E N. n 
It is possible to show that the corresponding result for nonincreasing 
sequences of G-contractive G-projectors fails, in general, without further 
assumptions on the sequence. (In this case the uniform boundedness of the 
sequence is not guaranteed; cf. also [5, 931.) 
Finally, it should be mentioned that all the results presented in this 
section for G-contractive G-projectors have their counterparts for G- 
expansive G-projectors, obtained with obvious modifications. 
4. A PRODUCT REPRESENTATION FOR G-PROJECTORS 
Throughout this section it is assumed that G, defining the indefinite inner 
product on Z, is invertible. Theorem 2 below provides a characterization of 
G-projectors within the class of idempotents, which generalizes (3.1) to 
G-projectors acting on the underl,ying indefinite space. 
For a linear operator U E,%‘(Z), let p(U) and cr(U) denote the 
resolvent set and the spectrum, respectively, of U. 
LEMMA 1. Let T E~Y(A?‘) be self-&joint. Then, for some E > 0, 
C-E,@ c p(T) iffth ere exists a self-adjoint operator S E&A?) such that 
TST < T. (4.1) 
Proof. Suppose that (4.1) holds. Since S > -(IS(IZ, we obtain 
T + (tSllT2 > 0. 
Hence a(T + 1IS\jT”) C [w+, and using the spectral mapping theorem, this 
yields 
A(1 + IlSllA) = A + IISIIA” > 0, A E a(T), 
i.e., one can take E = IISl/-‘. 
The converse statement follows upon taking S = - E- ’ I. n 
An operator S satisfying TST = T is defined to be a generalized (inner) 
inverse of the operator T. As a consequence of Lemma 1, we obtain the 
following. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let T E Z%‘(Z) be self-adjoint. A necessary and su.- 
cient condition for T to have a bounded and self-adjoint generalized (inner) 
inverse is that either 0 E p(T) or 0 is an isolated point of g(T). 
Proof. Combining Lemma 1 with the corresponding result for the 
reverse inequality TST > T shows that, if there exists a self-adjoint S E 
B’(X) satisfying TST = T, then 
a(T) n (--6,~) c {O} for some & > 0. (4.2) 
On the other hand, if (4.2) is satisfied, a suitable generalized inverse S can 
readily be found using the spectral representation of T. n 
The following result shows that every G-projector can be represented as 
the product of two commuting G-projectors, one of which is G-contractive 
and the other G-expansive. 
THEOREM 2. Let P be a G-projector, and suppose that G is invertible. 
Then P admits the representation P = P, Pz, where P, and P2 are commuting 
G-projectors such that P, is G-contractive and P, is G-expansive. 
Proof. Denote Q = Z - P and G, = EGE, where E is the usual or- 
thogonal projector onto _Y =9(Q). We begin by verifying that 
a(%) n (-6, &> = {O> for some &> 0. (4.3) 
Defining S = QG-‘Q*, and using the relations 
EQ = Q, QE =E, and GQ =Q*G, (4.4) 
we obtain 
G,SG, = EGQG-‘Q*GE = EQ*GG-‘GQE = G2. (4.5) 






and E, = I_ydE( A), 
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Gy= /= AdE(A). 
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Then Ez = Ei = EF, i = 1,2, and E,E, = E, E, = 0. Also, using (4.4), it is 
seen that 
G,Q = EG, (4.6) 
implying G,QG-’ = E, and therefore 9(G,> = S(E). This yields 
E, + E, = E, 
and, by (4.4), also 
QE, = Ei, i = 1,2. 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
Let Qi = EiQ, and define Pi = 1 - Qi, i = 1,2, i.e., 
P,=I-E,(Z-P) and P,=I-E,(Z-P). 
Using (4.4), (4.7), and (4.8) it is easily verified that Qr + Q2 = Q and 
Q,Qe = Q2Q, = 0, and h ence P = P, P, = P, P,. Also, P, and P, are clearly 
idempotent, and using (4.6), (4.71, and the commutativity G,E, = EiG,, 
i = 1,2, it is readily verified that P, and P, are G-self-adjoint. Hence, P, 
and P, are G-projectors. By construction, Ker P, is (uniformly) G-positive, 
from which it follows that P, is a G-contraction, by Proposition 5(n), and 
similarly for P,. W 
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